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11 April 2013
Mr. Peter C. Bernhard
Chairman
Nevada Gaming Commission
1919 College Parkway, PO Box 8003
Carson City
Nevada, 89702
United States of America
Dear Chairman Bernhard,
The 888 group , recently licensed by the Nevada Gaming Commission, is proud to present
its comments in relation to the legal and operational issues arising in connection with
interstate interactive gaming compacts. We believe the potential presented by such a
development, and its importance for the commercial success of interactive gaming in the
United States, are immense, and we strongly support such a development. We are
grateful for the opportunity to voice this support formally, and to share our thoughts with
regard to how best to implement such a development.
Mixed liquidity across jurisdictional lines is not a new concept - similar arrangements
already exist in various jurisdictions (each with their own regulatory regime) , primarily in
Europe. In a nutshell, mixed player liquidity across jurisdictional lines could theoretically
take on two forms - in one alternative, players from Jurisdiction A would be allowed to
register and engage with an operator licensed in Jurisdiction B (and in a poker
environment - play against players from both jurisdictions) - this model is simplest to
apply, and raises the least complications, as it is fairly straight forward (given that a single
operator engages with all players). A second alternative would be for players registered
with an operator licensed in Jurisdiction A to play against players registered with an
operator licensed in Jurisdiction B, in what is essentially a cross-jurisdictional interoperator network. The latter model raises some additional complexities (given that it
mixes the issues posed by inter-operator networks, with the issues unique to inter-state
mixed liquidity).
Our responses below attempt to propose solutions applicable to each of these scenarios.
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1) What topics should the Board and Commission consider putting in regulation
re lating to an interstate agreement on interactive gaming?
As noted above, from a market perspective, Interstate agreements would ideally
resu lt in a situation in which players from various jurisdictions interact with players
from other jurisdictions in the same gaming environment (e.g. a "mixed" poker
table). Such an outcome would faci litate a shared player liquidity pool, which is of
paramount importance for the commercial viability of an interactive poker
operation. Such an outcome raises a series of practical issues which should be
addressed in both state legislation and in the interstate compacts themselves.
a) What determines a player's regulatory "orientation" and the subsequent
responsibility of operators and state regulators? The baseline assumption is that a
player engages with an operator under the laws and regulations of the jurisdiction
in which that operator is licensed . A player may have multiple accounts, but as
online gaming legislation is inherently intra-state (Le. only players physically
located in the state boundaries may play interactive games available under that
state's law) the regu latory framework applicable to the account established by the
player, and to the operator with whom such account is established , would
determine which regulatory framework applies to that player and to the operator
with whom the player interacts. This could also reflect on the responsibilities and
authority of the regulator in cases such as dispute resolution and other regulatory
oversight. Given that interstate liquidity would potentially allow players to engage in
online activity actually occurring on a gaming server in another jurisdiction , some
form of inter-regulator cooperation would need to be established , to allow each
regulator to exercise its powers and authority with regard to players under its
respective j urisdiction .
An alternative approach would determine regulatory responsibility and authority
based on the location of the infrastructure used for wagering , but this approach
may prove to be less effective and more complicated to implement, as various
technical components may be required to be located in various jurisdictions.
It would seem that a hybrid approach may be in order - namely, each reg ulator
would bear certain responsibilities and authority with regard to players located
within its respective jurisdiction and with regard to operators engaging with such
players (e.g. in connection with dispute resolution), while other responsibilities and
authority would fall primarily to the regulator within whose territorial jurisdiction the
relevant gaming server is located. An exact delineation of these respective roles
should be addressed within the relevant interstate agreements .
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For example, in the context of dispute resolution - when a player has a dispute
with an operator with whom that player has engaged , the authority to "discipline"
that operator or adjudicate the dispute would naturally fall to the regulatory
authority that had licensed the relevant operator. This would also be simplest from
the playe~s perspective. Similarly, the regulator that had certified the gaming
platform upon which gaming activity occurred should be the one authorized to
exercise regulatory oversight and powers in connection with that platform. Certain
regulatory functions (for example - the investigation of alleged misconduct) , may
require cooperation between regulatory authorities of the participating jurisdictions,
and such cooperation could be provided for within the interstate agreements.
b) How is tax calculated? In existing "inter-operator poker networks" operated in other
jurisdictions, revenue is allocated to contributing players based on a predetermined
rake allocation mechanism. Where liquidity is shared across jurisdictional lines,

these mechanisms are also employed to attribute revenue for the purpose of
assessing tax liability in each jurisdiction. Interstate compacts should determine the
mechanism to be employed by operators for the purpose of rake allocation, and
subsequently for the assessment of tax due to the participating states.

Two examples of typical (and simple) allocation methods are - (1) equal allocation
of the rake to all players that contributed to the pot (Le. all players that placed a
wager within the round); (2) weighted (pro-rata) allocation of the rake based on the
proportional contribution of wagering players to the pot. Naturally, these
mechanisms are only necessary for "cash games", since revenue generated by
tournaments (Le. entry fees) is equally attributable to each participant.
Under either of these methods which obviously need to be applied uniformly to
avoid manipulation, each jurisdiction would be due gaming revenue based on the
revenue attributed (as above) to players under its jurisdiction. Similar methods
have been successfully applied in mixed liquidity scenarios in European
jurisdictions, and are easy to implement and audit.
c) Fraud prevention, auditing, responsible gaming, anti money laundering, under age

control, resoluti on of player disputes
As noted above, the gaming license holder in every state should be held
responsible for players who register and play under its gaming license and who
reside in that state. This is relevant for anti money laundering, resolution of player
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disputes and responsible gaming (e.g. for the imposition of deposit or wager limits
required under that state's legislation).
Each operator would also be obligated to maintain a reporting and audit trail in
connection with its registered players' gaming and transactional activity, in
accordance with the applicable state standards. In other words, each operator will
be required to generate reports detailing the activities of its registered players, as
well as of the shared activities, in accordance with the applicable state standards.
Each operator would thus be subjected to the reporting requirements dictated by
the jurisdiction where that operator was licensed (and which would have applied ,
even in an intra-state scenario) to activity of players from that jurisdiction. Naturally,
a harmonization of reporting requirements between participating jurisdictions would
be advisable and efficient, but absent such harmonization, each operator should be
subjected to the reporting requirements applicable in its licensing jurisdiction.
d) Another aspect which should be addressed is fund management. While some
regulations require all funds to be held and managed by the gaming operator, in
some jurisdictions the service provider may also be permitted to manage player
funds on the operato~s behalf. It would be important to determine whether unifonm
standards need to apply in the event of mixed player liquidity or whether this issue
should be detenmined by each compacting jurisdiction (and thereby apply to
operators licensed in each jurisdiction , in relation to their registered player's funds).
Given that players would be engaging with players registered with other operators,
a clearinghouse mechanism may be necessary (to accommodate the movement of

funds from losing to winning players), and such a mechanism may require separate
regulatory attention (a similar arrangement would likely be required to
accommodate intrastate inter-operator poker networks, and could be easily applied
to either scenario).

2) Should revenue sharing between signatory states to a compact be based on the
location of where the wager originated? Why or why not? Please be specific and
cite any relevant legal support.
As stated above, revenue allocation (and subsequent tax calculation and payment)
should generally be based on the physical location of the player. This is consistent
with the existing gaming licensing and taxation regime. It is also relatively simple to
implement, given that players from various jurisdictions would presumably be
registered with locally licensed operators, each liable to pay tax within their licensing
jurisdiction.
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This approach requ ires a consistent, pre-agreed upon rake allocation mechanism as
well as game rules.

Poker games include tournaments and cash games. Operators either collect fees
players pay to participate in a tournament or rake for participation in cash games. In

the former case, tournament fees are easily attributed to the operator with whom a
player is registered since each player pays a fee directly to the operator with every
tournament entry ticket they buy. In the context of cash games, rake is collected from
the "pot" (and not on a player-by-player basis). Therefore, in the latter case , some type
of rake allocation is required so that each operator is credited with the rake contributed
by its players. To avoid manipulation through varying rake allocation methods, mixed
liquidity regu lations should define a uniform manner in which rake should be allocated
between participating jurisdictions. Two examples of typical (and simple) allocation
methods are - (1 ) equal allocation of the rake to all players that contributed to the pot
(i.e. all players that placed a wager within the round); (2) weighted (pro-rata) allocation
of the rake based on the proportional contribution of wagering players to the pot.

It is important to note that the allocation of rake not only impacts the distribution of
operator revenue, but could also have an impact on the award of loyalty points to
players, as well as payments to licensed marketing affiliates compensated via a share
of revenue (when applicable). Thus, for example, since players are awarded loyalty
points based on the revenue they generate - it is important that their share of the
collected revenue be consistently allocated to them, requiring a uniform allocation
method ; similarly, when affiliates are compensated with a share of revenue generated
by players they introduced to the system, the need to allocate revenue conSistently to
such players arises. Therefore, any model selected could be easily applied across an
inter-operator network or inter-state mixed liquidity scenario as well.
3) Should revenue sharing between signatory states to a compact be based on the
location of the licensed interactive host? Why or why not? Please be specific
and cite any relevant legal support.
See answer #2
4) Should the regulatory body of the signatory state where the wager originated
have control over player disputes related to said players? Why or why not?
Please be specific and cite any relevant legal support.
We believe the regulatory body of the signatory state where the wager originated
should handle player disputes related to its players. When a player has a dispute with
an operator with whom that player has engaged, the authority to "discipline" that
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operator or adjudicate the dispute would naturally fall to the regulatory authority that
had licensed the relevant operator. This would also be simplest from the player's
perspective. Similarly, the regulator that had certified the gaming platfonm upon which
gaming activity occurred should be the one authorized the exercise regulatory
oversight and powers in connection with that platfonm . Certain regulatory functions (for
example - the investigation of alleged misconduct), may require cooperation between
regu latory authorities of the participating jurisdictions, and such cooperation could be
provided for within the interstate agreements.
When the rare player-to-player dispute occurs, there should be a "choice of law"
mechanism imposed by the interstate agreement (e.g. following the jurisdiction of the
"plaintiff' or "defendant"). We expect these to be rare cases since ultimately an
operator will determine the outcome of a hand, and a player disputing such a
detenmination would be in dispute with the operator, not the other player. Thus,
typically, disputes would be between a player and the operator, and the resolution of
such disputes should generally be within the authority of the regulatory body
overseeing that operator's operations, as described above.
5) Please provide any other information not requested above that is relevant to
regulations for interstate agreements on interactive gaming.
a) System Certification - given that mixed liquidity will typically occur on a particular
gaming server located within one jurisdiction (given the technical nature of
interactive poker operations), interstate compacts would have to determine a
recognition mechanism whereby the regulatory authorities of one jurisdiction would
recognize the certification and approval of the gaming server conducted under the
authority of the "host regulator" Specific local requirements should be addressed in
an incremental fash ion. In other words, a service provider aiming to provide
services across several states should be able to utilize an existing certification and
approval, while separately certifying only the additional system elements required
uniquely in one jurisdiction (e.g. the implementation of specific player limits,
exclusions etc.). This will facilitate a more cost-effective and consistent certification
effort, and is particularly relevant for smaller markets.
As noted above, each operator should be subjected to the reporting requirements
dictated by the jurisdiction where that operator was licensed (and which would
have applied , even in an intra-state scenario) to activity of players from each
jurisdiction . Naturally, a harmonization of reporting requirements between
participating jurisdictions would be advisable and efficient, but absent such
harmonization , each operator should be subjected to the reporting requirements
applicable in its licensing jurisdiction.
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b) Clearing house - this issue is applicable in an "inter-state inter-operatof' model.
The pooling of liquidity between two separate operators (in one or more
jurisdictions) requires inter-operator fund management, the goal of which is to
cover all player liabilities at a given moment. Such clearing house is managed by
the network manager of the specific operating organ, and he is responsible for the
clearing house funding by each operator. Interstate agreements should address
this mechanism but it is under the responsibility of the operators and the network
manager.

Please allow me to reiterate BBB's support for the development of inter-state cooperation
in the field of interactive gaming, and my gratitude for the opportunity to share our position
on the related issues. We would naturally be glad to participate in any future discussion of
the issue or to provide further information or insight as necessary.

Sincerely,

flq,' f.,;y
Itai Frieberger
COO and functional CTO
BBB Holdings pic
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